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About This Game

Red-haired adventurer extraordinaire Adol Christin has finally reunited with his best pal, Dogi, and is eager to set sail for new
adventures in Afroca. It seems fate has other plans for him, however, as a pirate captain named Ladoc makes him an offer he

simply can't refuse: a chance to explore a dangerous, uncharted archipelago in the Atlas Ocean that may hold treasures of
heretofore unseen value.

Never ones to back away from a good mystery, Adol and Dogi both agree to join Ladoc on this expedition aboard his ship, the
“Tres Mares” -- but no sooner does it weigh anchor than the Romuns, their sights set on the same curious islands of Canaan,

attack the wayward pirates and ultimately knock Adol overboard, leaving him for dead.

Some time later, he washes ashore in Canaan itself, alive but weakened, rescued and resuscitated by two young girls named Isha
and Olha who sport long ears and bushy tails. They are of the native “Rehda” tribe, and it seems Adol is not the first human to

arrive here -- nor are humans particularly welcome...

Come experience the very first 3D Ys game as you've never experienced it before! Already the foundation upon which Ys: The
Oath in Felghana and Ys Origin would later be built, this version of Ys VI: The Ark of Napishtim comes equipped with an

original translation and brand new, entirely unique gameplay features such as the addition of a super hardcore “Catastrophe
Mode” for fans of the later titles, full widescreen support, map warping, Steam achievements and leaderboards, and even a full

digital art book packed with concept sketches, hi-res character portraits and original production PSDs.

See what you've been missing with this definitive version of the game that brought Ys into the modern era!
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Key Features:

Fast, real-time combat centered around elemental swords with unique magical abilities

Enormous screen-filling bosses set to quintessentially Ys rock music composed by the legendary Falcom Sound Team
jdk

A deep and involving story that ties into Ys history and serves as a cornerstone of series lore

Brand new “Catastrophe Mode” where healing items can’t be purchased or stored, to create a gameplay experience more
in line with later entries

Adjustable high-resolution PC graphics and gamepad support

Newly-added ability to warp among checkpoints

Steam achievements and leaderboards
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Title: Ys VI: The Ark of Napishtim
Genre: Action, Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Nihon Falcom
Publisher:
XSEED Games, Marvelous USA, Inc.
Franchise:
Ys
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Pentium III 800 MHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 32 MB VRAM, 3D accelerator compatible w/ DirectX 9.0c

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX 9.0c

English
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It requires too much grinding for success so I can't recommend this game for now. Really enjoy this one. One of my favorite
tower defense games.

Fun graphics. Enjoyed the music. I like watching the tower do their thing. Enemies are properly annoying.

Maybe not as deep as others, but solid and fun.. I do not recommend this game. This is because firstly, it's controls were created
with mobile playing in mind, not computer. This causes trouble when you try to scroll with your mouse which will provide an
infinitesimal amount of help. Secondly, the amount of work you have to do to earn money in the game is ridiculous. One click
equals a ten thousandth of a bitcoin. At the beginning of your play session the value of one bitcoin (in the game) is ~$12,000.
That means one click equals ~1.2 dollars at that time. The cheapest upgrade to buy is a GTX 1050ti for 750 in-game dollars.
That graphics card in the game gives you 0.0005 bitcoin/minute. An approximate average click-speed per second is ~6. So for
625 clicks, you receive 5 free clicks per minute. If you apply that average 6 clicks per second without factoring fatigue for 625
clicks, it would take you 104 seconds. You can have about 10 graphics cards at one time, but their is yet another problem that
happens with the GPU's. Thirdly, the game is saturated with bugs. The biggest ones are when you TRY to replace a graphics
card or processor. If you used up all of your GPU slots with crappy GTX 1050ti's, you cannot swap them out for GTX 1080's,
or any graphics card for that matter. You are stuck with your 0.005 free bitcoin/minute with all of this GPUs combined. Also,
the game lets you downgrade your CPU! Another bad thing about this game is that it is purely optimised for mobile gameplay,
even though it is a desktop game! Although i am not even half empty with the salt this game has provided me with, i have
decided to give up on criticising it because i don't care enough about it. I cannot recommend this game.. For the money (bought
it half price) I must say; it makes a night flight more realistic and interesting. I like the story.Fantastic BGM with beautiful CG
can let you buy this.If you are thinking buy the Narcissu 10th Anniversary Anthology Project or not.You can first play the
Narcissus 1 and 2.It's free on steam. You will like it.. Archibald's Adventures is an interesting puzzle platformer - generally, it's
good when it's being a puzzler and mediocre when it's being a platformer. A good deal of that has to do with the control scheme
- most unusually, there's no jump button; instead, you automatically jump under certain conditions. Combined with the clearly
defined grid layout, this allows for more interesting puzzles than could have been created with a 'free' jump, but it makes
platforming feel pretty awkward.

There's a reasonable variety of puzzles, but most of the better ones make good use of boxes that you can move around with a
magical floating bubble (?) and in some cases destroy. The bubble also can be used to 'scout out' levels and trigger some
switches - it's a key mechanic of the game and it eventually feels fairly natural, though like much of the control scheme, it's
weird at the start (and the fact that you can only move either your character or the bubble at any given time gets cumbersome).
Additionally, you unlock a vehicle after a few areas that can grab onto magnetic surfaces, allowing for some more interesting
level design.

In short, while it's not exactly intuitive, there are some neat puzzles here that might be worth checking out.. The latest update
fixes some problems with this DLC, and even adds a new ship style for the United Earth faction! Now this DLC is truly worth it
in my opinion!. It has a great pacman and original Mario Bros wrap around world. For 50 cents it's a good time killer.
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in its current state, wouldnt recommend Stolen Steel at all its very rough and still ran like crap on my i7 980 system. everything
felt very unresponsive and I feel in a game like this you need to be able to do everything you would be able to do in real life
such as slashing an enemys exposed leg (which does not work in this)

Pros: its pretty.
Cons: everything else.. Ok, gotta admit this, since I'm a hardcore Kongregate player all of Gelu's gameplay is something I have
already played and seen in many other platformers.
Though, Gelu (by the way "gelo" means "ice" in Italian but idk where the developers are from, anyways, it's maybe 'cos you
freeze yourself literally?) is very nicely designed for what concerns graphics and has a smooth gameplay even though only on
the keyboard. So overall it's worth playing, it's still a nice addiction even if we all know the mechanics of these games.
And these mechanics consist in the fact that you have more than one life per level, and you can freeze yourself (in older games
you could like make a shadow of yourself, or things like that) so that you will restart from the beginning and use your newly
created "block" in order to get on higher platforms, or to create "platforms" to avoid spikes and so on.
There's a lot of levels and difficulty increases (not that much xD) so it doesn't get boring; of course, you have to take this as a
2D platformer and nothing more talking about expectations - it's a simple time killer, but still it's nice.
It's really funny to read reviews complaining about the absence of storylines and plot in games like these.. they always make me
think of my old 18yo self just approaching the Flash gaming world.. ahah, of course there's no story, it's a 0,99\u20ac simple 2D
platformer in which you make copies of yourself in order to get through the door or to get the things needed to open that door..
no one could expect a story in a game like this! :)
If you like this particular kind of game, seek them out on Kongregate or on other sites 'cos there's plenty of them, there are
games in which your "clone" actually does what you did exactly and you use it to jump or to overcome big holes and so on.. this
isn't that difficult, but still worthy. Don't stop here anyways xD. Devs gave me over 200 hours on skyrim and fallout
i gave them $5. honestly m8 no one cares. Bad, bad bad.,,

I feel like the atmosphere is decent, but mechanics are nothing like real squash. Eleven Table Tennis is an example about how to
do a racquet sim. The face that this dev has like 4 games out makes me feel like they really aren't experts in any of them and are
hoping to cast a wide net.

I suggest finding a real squash player and refining the gameplay.

This is not early access material. This is pre alpha material.

Finish the game.. Purchased during a sale for $3.99. It's very visually interesting, though I'm not quite seeing what makes it
'Russian folkart'. Not that I know anything about Russian folkart anyway.

It might be too visually interesting ... totally messed up my first game with it because I was paying more attention to how the pieces
looked rather than where the pieces were on the board. That's not a mark against the set, though, but against my concentration.

The textures are of good quality - closely examining the pieces, it really looks like they've been hand-painted. It's fun to play with
these.

Just know that you're only getting one skin on a Staunton set, and no environments.

I'm guessing that Purling had a lot of sway in the pricing of these pieces (it being their licensed material); or perhaps the license cost
the devs so much that the devs need to charge this much to make even a modest profit on sales ... but from a consumer standpoint,
the base $10 asking price is absolutely ridiculous, and shows how little Purling understands the digital DLC market.

It's not bad for $4, though even then it definitely feels like you're not getting good value for your money, considering $4 can get you
much better DLCs in Chess Ultra. At $10, it's not worth buying.. Good luck lmao
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